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Abstract
The relationship between energy and ethics is gaining attention in policy

rooms around the world. How does one respond to the competing interests of
the environment and posterity while also addressing the energy needs of the
present human generation? In Western philosophy, this question currently
subject of debate and research. However, the African philosophical analysis
that is required to address this concern is generally absent from
discourse/literature on energy ethics. This article aimed to bridge this gap, by
providing broad analysis that has been lacking from the African context. In a
way, it seeks to answer such questions already raised in Western philosophy but
from African perspectives. This approach is significant given the fact that
Western oriented energy humanities and energy ethics seem to be
inappropriate or inadequate to understanding energy dynamics in the African
context. Therefore, this paper aimed to inform global debate and facilitate
African-specific understanding of the complex nexus of human-environment-
posterity; by building the discourse on eco-afrocentricism and Braai ethics. It
discussed specific principles that can be deployed to address trade-off between
ethics and energy, thus providing guide to investment decisions on renewable
energy projects in Africa. Four methodologies of African philosophy were
highlighted to show how they can contribute to energy ethics research, and
help evolve ethics of energy in Africa.
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Theoretical Model
 Eco-Afrocentricism (v. Shared space concept)

 Eco-afrocentricism is a theoretical orientation which holds
that environmental issues directly intertwine with Africa’s
socio-economic configurations, thus, attempts at resolving
ecological questions in the African context must be such
that simultaneously address socio-economic issues and
concerns in Africa.

 Eco-afrocentricism further hold that the wellbeing of
African flora and fauna as well as ecosystems is based on a
relationship that includes African people; therefore, the
welfare of the environment should be jointly advocated and
rationalized with the welfare of the African people
particularly those of minority and disadvantaged
cultures/communities.



Theoretical Model (cont.)
 It reasons that African people share in the same plight and

condition as the nonhuman beings in the African ecology.

 Chigbo Ekwealo (2017) avers that “one cannot seriously
separate a concern with our future environmental wellbeing
from concern with other structural features of the wellbeing
of humanity” (103).

 Eco-afrocentricism views land as a resource jointly owned by
humans, animals, and plants. To use land, therefore, should
be based on recognition of the joint-ownership principle.

 African land ethic: land as designed mainly to serve the
wellbeing of the humans and nonhumans in terms of
creating conditions for satisfying their biological needs
primarily.



Philosophical Methodology & Energy 
Ethics

Ethnophilosophical method

Method of Sage Philosophy 

Conversational Method

Conceptual Mandelanization



Braai Ethics

Braai filosofie is derived from the Afrikaanse cultural
heritage

The central maxim of Braai ethics – which can be
formulated thus: A thing or action is right if it allows other
existents to shares one’s space; it is wrong if it tends
otherwise.

That is, the less a thing brings existents together in
complementary sense the less right it is. The more an
action disperses entities by isolating them the less ethical it
is.

Tripod of Braai: (a) unity, (b) hospitality, (c) conversation



Some Renewable Energy issues...
 Renewable energy is taking centre stage in the discourse of global energy matrix

because of its likely significance to meeting development and climate objective

in the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG). Such likely impact has already

been simulated and analyzed by researchers (Schwerhoff & Sy 2017; York &

McGee 2017; Lehr et al 2016; IRENA 2016; Vezmar 2014; NAS 2010). Due to this

optimism, there is increasing investment in renewable energy. In a report jointly

released by Frankfurt School, United Nations Environment, and Bloomberg New

Energy Finance, in 2017, it was indicated that renewable energy added 138.5

gigawatts (GW) at $24.6 billion in 2016 nine per cent up from 127.5 GW in 2015

roughly equalling world’s 16 largest existing power plants combine, and in the

process prevents estimated 1.7 GW of CO2 emissions. The report further states

that even though investment in renewable energy was down by 34% in 2016 from

record high in 2015, annual installations were still up at $27.6 billion 58% up from

2015; corporate acquisition activity in clean power sector rose 17% to $110.3

billion. Impact on the greenhouse is significant as it reports that “recent figures

from the International Energy Agency cited switch to renewable as one of the

main reasons for greenhouse gas emission staying flat in 2016, for the third year

running, even though output in global economy rose by 3.1 per cent”.

 In Africa, African Development Bank reports, in 2017, that $1.4 billion has already

been invested in renewable energy projects across the continent; developing 453

megawatt (MW) of installed capacity of electricity. (This is indifferent to

installation purchases by individuals and small communities and major

hydropower projects).



Some Renewable Energy issues... 
(cont.)

Pressure on food supply

Pressure on water supply

Land abuse

Land reclamation issue



Trade-off Principles: To Guide 
Renewable Energy Prog

1. Principle of Accommodation: Act in such a way that 
nonhuman existents and future people are considered and 
accommodated in your daily decisions and dealings. 

2. Principle of Gratitude: Act in such a way that reflects your 
gratitude towards other existents, humans and nonhumans, 
for contributing to support your beingness or existence.  

3. Principle of Restoration: Always act to restore to Nature the 
loss you have caused it. For example, re-planting a tree after 
felling one. 

4. Principle of Control: Act in such a way that you control your 
action from producing too much negative externalities.

5. Principle of Necessity: Act on only decisions and actions that 
are absolutely necessary.



Hypothetical Impact of Renewable 
Energy on African Politics

 on political structure (democracy)

On justice (liberty)



Conclusion: Agenda-setting
New metaphysics wanted 
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